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The Body Electric Beth Revis 2014-10-06 Set in a futuristic Malta, Ella is the only girl who can alter people's
memories, but someone has altered hers.
The Blue-Haired Boy Courtney C. Stevens 2014-03-04 Set before the events of Courtney C. Stevens's debut
novel, Faking Normal, this digital short story focuses on Bodee Lennox, otherwise known as the Kool-Aid Kid.
Bodee Lennox has secrets. About where he got the four-inch scar on his leg. About the bruises on his back.
About what it's really like to live in the Lennox household. These are things he doesn't share with anyone . . . until
he meets Gerry, a girl with bright-green hair and a smile the size of Alaska. When Gerry falls out of a bus in
Rickman, Tennessee, and lands at Bodee's feet, she gives Bodee two things he desperately needs: a friend and a
chance to leave Rickman behind, even if it's just for a few hours. He joins Gerry on her epic bus trip for as far as
his money will take him. And by the end of the day, more of Bodee has changed than just the color of his hair.
Epic Reads Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each month.
Girl Last Seen Nina Laurin 2017-06-20 Two missing girls. Thirteen years apart. An intense psychological thriller
for readers of I Am Watching You, The Luckiest Girl Alive, and All the Missing Girls. Olivia Shaw has been
missing since last Tuesday. She was last seen outside the entrance of her elementary school in Hunts Point
wearing a white spring jacket, blue jeans, and pink boots. I force myself to look at the face in the photo, into her
slightly smudged features, and I can't bring myself to move. Olivia Shaw could be my mirror image, rewound to
thirteen years ago. If you have any knowledge of Olivia Shaw's whereabouts or any relevant information, please
contact... I've spent a long time peering into the faces of girls on missing posters, wondering which one replaced
me in that basement. But they were never quite the right age, the right look, the right circumstances. Until Olivia
Shaw, missing for one week tomorrow. Whoever stole me was never found. But since I was taken, there hasn't
been another girl. And now there is.
Vortex S. J. Kincaid 2013-07-02 S. J. Kincaid has created a fascinating dystopian world for Insignia, her futuristic
science-fiction adventure series perfect for fans of Ender's Game. Earth is in the middle of WWIII, a war to
determine which governments and corporations will control the resources of the solar system. Teen Tom Raines
grew up with nothing̶some days without even a roof over his head. Then his exceptional gaming skills earned
him a spot in the Intrasolar Forces, the country's elite military training program, and his life completely changed.
Now in Vortex, the second book in the series, Tom discovers that the Pentagonal Spire, where he and his friends
are being trained as superhuman weapons, is filled with corruption. He is asked to betray his friends̶the first real
friends he's ever had̶for the sake of his country. Will he sacrifice his new life to do what he believes is right?
The First Lie Diane Chamberlain 2013-06-04 An e-original short story that sets the stage for bestselling author
Diane Chamberlain's novel Necessary Lies (September 2013). The First Lie gives readers an early glimpse into
the life of thirteen-year-old Ivy Hart. It's 1958 in rural North Carolina, where Ivy lives with her grandmother and
sister on a tobacco farm. As tenant farmers, Ivy and her family don't have much freedom, though she and her best
friend, Henry, often sneak away in search of adventure...and their truest selves. But life on the farm takes a turn
when Ivy's teenage sister gives birth̶all the while maintaining her silence about the baby's father. Soon Ivy finds
herself navigating the space between adolescence and adulthood as she tries to unravel a dark web of family
secrets and make sense of her ever-evolving life in the segregated South. Advance praise for Diane
Chamberlain's Necessary Lies: "It will steal your heart."̶Katrina Kittle, author of The Blessings of the Animals
"An emotional powerhouse." ̶Mary Alice Monroe, New York Times bestselling author of Beach House Memories
"Enthralling...[it] transfixed me from the very first pages, and its vivid and sympathetic characters haunted me long
after the last."̶Christina Schwarz, New York Times bestselling author of Drowning Ruth
Drama Queens in the House Julie Williams 2014-03-25 All of Jessie's world is a stage, and she's determined to

become a player, in Drama Queens in the House by Julie Williams. Sixteen-year-old Jessie Jasper Lewis doesn't
remember a time in her life when she wasn't surrounded by method actors, bright spotlights, and feather boas.
Her parents started the Jumble Players Theater together, and theater is the glue that holds her crazy family
together. But when she discovers that her father's cheating on her mother with a man, Jessie feels like her world
is toppling over. And on top of everything else, she has to deal with a delusional aunt who is predicting the end of
the world. Jessie certainly doesn't feel ready to be center stage in the production that is her family. But where
does she belong in all of this chaos?
Where Dreams Descend Janella Angeles 2020-08-25 "Vibrant imagery, jaw-dropping set pieces, sizzling
romantic tension, and unstoppable heroine Kallia bring this ambitious debut novel to spectacular life. Fans of
Caraval and The Night Circus will be delighted!" - Claire Legrand, New York Times bestselling author of Furyborn
In a city covered in ice and ruin, a group of magicians face off in a daring game of magical feats to find the next
headliner of the Conquering Circus, only to find themselves under the threat of an unseen danger striking behind
the scenes. As each act becomes more and more risky and the number of missing magicians piles up, three are
forced to reckon with their secrets before the darkness comes for them next. The Star: Kallia, a powerful showgirl
out to prove sheʼs the best no matter the cost The Master: Jack, the enigmatic keeper of the club, and more than
one lie told The Magician: Demarco, the brooding judge with a dark past he can no longer hide Where Dreams
Descend is the startling and romantic first book in Janella Angelesʼ debut Kingdom of Cards fantasy duology
where magic is both celebrated and feared, and no heart is left unscathed. "[A] spellbinding melody of a book, and
the true magic is how Angeles puts all the best parts of an enrapturing theatrical performance onto paper and ink.
From the gripping twists in the first pages all the way to the final, heartbreaking crescendo, Where Dreams
Descend will surge you to your feet in a standing ovation.” ‒ Sara Raasch, New York Times bestselling author of
the Snow Like Ashes trilogy
9 Days and 9 Nights Katie Cotugno 2018-05-01 In this sequel to the New York Times bestseller 99 Days, perfect
for fans of Jenny Han and Morgan Matson, Molly Barlow finds herself in Europe on her summer vacation,
desperately trying to forget everything that happened a year ago. But over the course of nine days and nine
nights, her whole life will be turned upside down once more. . . . Molly Barlow isnʼt that girl anymore. A business
major at her college in Boston, sheʼs reinvented herself after everything that went down a year ago… After all the
people she hurt and the family she tore apart. Slowly, life is getting back to normal. Molly has just said I love you
to her new boyfriend, Ian, and they are off on a romantic European vacation together, starting with scenic London.
But there on a tube platform, the past catches up to her in the form of Gabe, her ex, traveling on his own parallel
vacation with new girlfriend Sadie. After comparing itineraries, Ian ends up extending an invite for Gabe and Sadie
to join them on the next leg of their trip, to Ireland. And Molly and Gabe canʼt bring themselves to tell the truth
about who they once were to each other to their new significant others. Now Molly has to spend 9 days and 9
nights with the boy she once loved, the boy whose heart she shredded, without Ian knowing. Will she make it
through as new and improved Molly, or will everything that happened between her and Gabe come rushing back?
The VR Book Jason Jerald 2015-09-01 Virtual reality (VR) potentially provides our minds with direct access to
digital media in a way that at first seems to have no limits.However, creating compelling VR experiences is an
incredibly complex challenge.When VR is done well, the results are brilliant and pleasurable experiences that go
beyond what we can do in the real world.When VR is done badly, not only is the system frustrating to use, but
sickness can result.Reasons for bad VR are numerous; some failures come from the limitations of technology, but
many come from a lack of understanding perception, interaction, design principles, and real users. This book
discusses such issues, focusing upon the human element of VR rather than technical implementation, for if we do
not get the human element correct, then no amount of technology will make VR anything more than an interesting
tool confined to research laboratories. Even when VR principles are fully understood, first implementations are
rarely novel and never ideal due to the complex nature of VR and the countless possibilities. However, the VR
principles discussed within enable us to intelligently experiment with the rules and iteratively design towards
innovative experiences.
A Soldier's Secret Marissa Moss 2012-09-15 Historical fiction at its best, this novel by bestselling author Marissa
Moss tells the story of Sarah Emma Edmonds, who masqueraded as a man named Frank Thompson during the
Civil War. Among her many adventures, she was a nurse on the battlefield and a spy for the Union Army, and was
captured by (and escaped from) the Confederates. The novel is narrated by Sarah, offering readers an in-depth
look not only at the Civil War but also at her journey to self-discovery as she grapples with living a lie and falling in
love with one of her fellow soldiers. Using historical materials to build the foundation of the story, Moss has crafted
a captivating novel for the YA audience. The book includes a Civil War timeline, archival photos, a glossary of
names, and a detailed note on sources. Praise for A Soldier's Secret STARRED REVIEWS "A female Civil War

soldier is brought alive for readers...Moss convincingly but never gratuitously portrays the gore, horror and
boredom of war. An intimate look at a soldier's life from a compelling, historical perspective." ̶Kirkus Reviews,
starred review "A captivating piece of YA historical fiction." ̶Publishers Weekly, starred review “Moss combines
fiction with biography in this compelling account…Many battles are graphically described, and the novel is
crammed with atmosphere and detail.” ̶Bay Area News Group "Whether a valiant soldier or angel of mercy,
Sarah is a brave and loyal historical figure, well deserving of readersʼ attention." ̶School Library Journal "Mossʼ
novel offers a fascinating, first-person portrait." ̶Booklist "The novel is well-written, vividly capturing the drama of
Edmondsʼ story as well as larger wartime realities.” ̶Library Media Connection
The Girl Who Wrote in Silk Kelli Estes 2015-07-07 A USA TODAY BESTSELLER! A historical novel inspired by
true events, Kelli Estes's brilliant and atmospheric debut is a poignant tale of two women determined to do the
right thing and the power of our own stories. The smallest items can hold centuries of secrets... Inara Erickson is
exploring her deceased aunt's island estate when she finds an elaborately stitched piece of fabric hidden in the
house. As she peels back layer upon layer of the secrets it holds, Inara's life becomes interwoven with that of Mei
Lein, a young Chinese girl mysteriously driven from her home a century before. Through the stories Mei Lein tells
in silk, Inara uncovers a tragic truth that will shake her family to its core̶and force her to make an impossible
choice. A touching and tender book for fans of Marie Benedict, Susanna Kearsley, and Duncan Jepson.
Sweet and Vicious Claudia Gabel 2008 Nola sets her former friend Marnie up for an accidental meeting with her
first love, while Nola's own crush turns into a mess of its own.
Plus One Elizabeth Fama 2014-04-08 Divided by day and night and on the run from authorities, star-crossed
young lovers unearth a sinister conspiracy in this compelling romantic thriller. Seventeen-year-old Soleil Le Coeur
is a Smudge̶a night dweller prohibited by law from going out during the day. When she fakes an injury in order
to get access to and kidnap her newborn niece̶a day dweller, or Ray̶she sets in motion a fast-paced
adventure that will bring her into conflict with the powerful lawmakers who order her world, and draw her together
with the boy she was destined to fall in love with, but who is also a Ray. Set in a vivid alternate reality and peopled
with complex, deeply human characters on both sides of the day-night divide, Elizabeth Fama's Plus One is a
brilliantly imagined drama of individual liberty and civil rights, and a fast-paced romantic adventure story.
Friends Close, Enemies Closer Claudia Gabel 2008 As homecoming approaches, Marnie has been cast out of
the "in" circle and Nola is getting attention from gorgeous Dane, Marnie's ex. Original.
The Blessed Tonya Hurley 2012-09-25 "Three girls who have lost their way are brought together by a mysterious
young man"-In Or Out Claudia Gabel 2007 A lot changes in the lives of best friends Marnie and Nola when they enter ninth
grade as bubbly Marnie craves to be part of the in-crowd and shy Nola is content to stay on the social outskirts.
Original.
Something Real Heather Demetrios 2014-02-04 Growing up famous as one of 12 children featured on a
cancelled reality television show, 17-year-old "Bonnie™" finds her hopes for a normal life shattered by the show's
revival, which threatens her relationships and compels her to commit a drastic act.
The King's Army James B. Wood 2002-07-18 A study of warfare and society during the wars of religion in France.
Soulprint Megan Miranda 2015-02-03 This stunning futuristic love story from New York Times bestselling author
Megan Miranda asks the question: How far would you go to escape the past? Seventeen-year-old Alina Chase
has spent her entire life imprisoned on a secluded island--not for a crime she committed in this lifetime, but one
done by her past self. Her very soul is like a fingerprint, carried from one life to the next--and Alina is sick of being
guilty. Aided by three teens with their own ulterior motives, Alina manages to escape. Although she's not sure she
can trust any of them, she soon finds herself drawn to Cameron, the most enigmatic and alluring of the trio. But
when she uncovers clues from her past life, secrets begin to unravel and Alina must figure out whether she's more
than the soul she inherited, or if she's fated to repeat history.
Parentology Dalton Conley 2014-03-18 An award-winning scientist offers his unorthodox approach to
childrearing: “Parentology is brilliant, jaw-droppingly funny, and full of wisdom…bound to change your thinking
about parenting and its conventions” (Amy Chua, author of Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother). If youʼre like many
parents, you might ask family and friends for advice when faced with important choices about how to raise your
kids. You might turn to parenting books or simply rely on timeworn religious or cultural traditions. But when Dalton
Conley, a dual-doctorate scientist and full-blown nerd, needed childrearing advice, he turned to scientific research
to make the big decisions. In Parentology, Conley hilariously reports the results of those experiments, from bribing
his kids to do math (since studies show conditional cash transfers improved educational and health outcomes for
kids) to teaching them impulse control by giving them weird names (because evidence shows kids with unique
names learn not to react when their peers tease them) to getting a vasectomy (because fewer kids in a family

mean smarter kids). Conley encourages parents to draw on the latest data to rear children, if only because that
level of engagement with kids will produce solid and happy ones. Ultimately these experiments are very loving,
and the outcomes are redemptive̶even when Conleyʼs sassy kids show him the limits of his profession.
Parentology teaches you everything you need to know about the latest literature on parenting̶with lessons that
go down easy. Youʼll be laughing and learning at the same time.
Wanderers Susan Kim 2014-03-25 The Emmy Award nominee and Edgar Award-winning duo return readers to
the postapocalyptic teen world, the Wasteland, in this thrilling sequel. Bestselling author of Criminal, Karen
Slaughter, called Wasteland "a Lord of the Flies for future generations. An irresistible page-turner." The former
citizens of Prin are running out of time. The Source has been destroyed, so food is scarcer than ever. Tensions
are rising . . . and then an earthquake hits. With heart-pounding adventure and suspense, the stakes are even
higher for Esther, Caleb, and the rest of their clan. They're pinning all their hopes on the road . . . but what if it's
the most dangerous place of all?
Sweet Shadows Tera Lynn Childs 2013-03-01 Grace, Gretchen and Greer are three teenage descendants of
Medusa who must unite and embrace their fates in a world where monsters lurk in plain sight. The triplets are now
reunited, but their battle against the monsters of the abyss rages on. And as if training to become fully-fledged
huntresses weren't enough, the boys in their lives are causing them problems. Is Nick all he seems? And where's
Thane? Grace is sure he's hiding something from her. As the girls discover more about their heritage, they find
themselves in greater danger than ever. Can they face up to the sacrifices they must make in order to fulfil their
destiny? The second book in the high-concept urban fantasy YA series.
Come Back to Me Mila Gray 2015-12-08 In this heart-wrenching tale of love and loss, a young Marine and his
best friendʼs sister plunge into a forbidden love affair while heʼs home on leave. When a Marine Chaplain knocks
on her door, Jessaʼs heart breaks̶someone she loves is dead. Killed in action, but is it Riley or Kit? Her brother
or her boyfriend… Three months earlier, Marine Kit Ryan finds himself back home on leave and dangerously
drawn to his best friend Rileyʼs sister, Jessa̶the one girl he canʼt have. Exhausted from fighting his feelings, Kit
finally gives in, and Jessa isnʼt strong enough to resist diving headfirst into a passionate relationship. But what
was just supposed to be a summer romance develops into something far greater than either of them expected.
Jessaʼs finally found the man of her dreams and Kitʼs finally discovered thereʼs someone heʼd sacrifice everything
for. When itʼs time for Kit to redeploy, neither one is ready to say goodbye. Jessa vows to wait for him and Kit
promises to come home to her. No matter what. But as Jessa stands waiting for the Marine Chaplain to break her
heart, she canʼt help but feel that Kit has broken his promise… Riley or Kit? Kit or Riley? Her brother or her
boyfriend? Whoʼs coming home to her?
Through the Language Glass Guy Deutscher 2010-08-31 A masterpiece of linguistics scholarship, at once
erudite and entertaining, confronts the thorny question of how̶and whether̶culture shapes language and
language, culture Linguistics has long shied away from claiming any link between a language and the culture of its
speakers: too much simplistic (even bigoted) chatter about the romance of Italian and the goose-stepping
orderliness of German has made serious thinkers wary of the entire subject. But now, acclaimed linguist Guy
Deutscher has dared to reopen the issue. Can culture influence language̶and vice versa? Can different
languages lead their speakers to different thoughts? Could our experience of the world depend on whether our
language has a word for "blue"? Challenging the consensus that the fundaments of language are hard-wired in
our genes and thus universal, Deutscher argues that the answer to all these questions is̶yes. In thrilling fashion,
he takes us from Homer to Darwin, from Yale to the Amazon, from how to name the rainbow to why Russian
water̶a "she"̶becomes a "he" once you dip a tea bag into her, demonstrating that language does in fact reflect
culture in ways that are anything but trivial. Audacious, delightful, and field-changing, Through the Language
Glass is a classic of intellectual discovery.
Faking Normal Courtney C. Stevens 2014-02-25 An edgy, realistic debut novel praised by the New York Times
bestselling author of Between Shades of Gray, Ruta Sepetys, as “a beautiful reminder that amid our broken
pieces we can truly find ourselves.” Alexi Littrell hasnʼt told anyone what happened to her over the summer by her
backyard pool. Instead, she hides in her closet, counts the slats in the air vent, and compulsively scratches the
back of her neck, trying to make the outside hurt more than the inside does̶and deal with the trauma. When
Bodee Lennox̶“the Kool-Aid Kid”̶moves in with the Littrells after a family tragedy, Alexi discovers an unlikely
friend in this quiet, awkward boy who has secrets of his own. As their friendship grows, Alexi gives him the
strength to deal with his past, and Bodee helps her summon the courage to find her voice and speak up about the
rape that has changed the course of her life.
Fates Lanie Bross 2014-02-11 Perfect for fans of Jennifer Armentrout, Julie Kagawa, Rachel Vincent, and Sarah
J. Maas, and for girls who love all things pretty, romantic and inspirational. One moment. One foolish desire. One

mistake. And Corinthe lost everything. She fell from her tranquil life in Pyralis Terra and found herself exiled to the
human world. Her punishment? To make sure people's fates unfold according to plan. Now, years later, Corinthe
has one last assignment: kill Lucas Kaller. His death will be her ticket home. But for the first time, Corinthe feels a
tingle of doubt. It begins as a lump in her throat, then grows toward her heart, and suddenly she feels like she is
falling all over again--this time for a boy she knows she can never have. Because it is written: one of them must
live, and one of them must die. In a universe where every moment, every second, every fate has already been
decided, where does love fit in? "Different and imaginative."--Kirkus Reviews
The Last Forever Deb Caletti 2014-04-01 Beginnings and endings overlap in this soaring novel of love and grief
from Printz Honor medal winner and National Book Award finalist Deb Caletti. Nothing lasts forever, and no one
gets that more than Tessa. After her mother died, itʼs all Tessa can do to keep her friends, her boyfriend, and her
happiness from slipping away. And then thereʼs her dad. Heʼs stuck in his own daze, and itʼs so hard to feel like a
family when their house no longer seems like a home. Her fatherʼs solution? An impromptu road trip that lands
them in Tessaʼs grandmotherʼs small coastal town. Despite all the warmth and beauty there, Tessa canʼt help but
feel even more lost. Enter Henry Lark. He understands the relationships that matter. And more importantly, he
understands her. A secret stands between them, but Tessaʼs willing to do anything to bring them
together̶because Henry may just be her one chance at forever.
The Never Hero T. Ellery Hodges 2014-09-12 What if when you died, no one would ever know you were all that
stood between man and the enemy?When Jonathan Tibbs awakes in a puddle of his own blood, there isn't a
scratch on him to explain it. In the weeks to follow, he comes to find he's been drafted for a war with a violent
otherworldly species. A war that only he can remember. Now, the man Jonathan imagined himself becoming is no
longer the man who can endure his future. The first installment in this science fiction action adventure series, The
Never Hero is a gritty and honest look at the psychological journey of a man forced to forge himself into a
weapon. Abandoned with little guidance, and at the mercy of a bargain struck far outside his reach, Jonathan
races to unlock the means to surmount the odds, and understand the mystery behind a conflict raging outside of
time and memory.In the end, the real question is what Jonathan is willing to become to save a planet that will
never see his sacrifice.
Children of Substance-Abusing Parents Shulamith Lala Ashenberg Straussner, PhD, CAS 2011-05-10 "Children
of Substance-Abusing Parents: Dynamics and Treatment" is a necessary reference for all mental health
professionals and students who need to understand and treat this population. It offers an invaluable look
attreatment options and programmatic interventions across the life span and fills an important gap in the current
literature. The contributors include a wide range of experts who provide up-to-date evidence-based clinical and
programmatic strategies for working with children of alcohol and other substance-abusing parents of any age and
in almost any practice setting. This highly recommended book is a valuable resource for all practitioners and
students concerned about this very large, but often hidden group of individuals and families." From the Foreword
by Sis Wenger President/CEO National Association for Children of Alcoholics Parental drug abuse and alcoholism
have an enormously detrimental impact on children and adolescents. Children whose parents suffer from drug
abuse or alcoholism often face multiple physical, mental, and behavioral issues. They are at a greater risk for
depression, anxiety, low self esteem, and addiction, and also are known to have poor school attendance, difficulty
concentrating, and lower IQ scores. This book offers health care practitioners proactive programs and innovative
strategies to use with this vulnerable population. Taking a comprehensive, life course approach, the authors
discuss the implications and interventions at the prenatal stage, through childhood, adolescence, young
adulthood, and adulthood. With this book, social workers and health care practitioners can help assess and
intervene with children of substance abusing parents. Key topics: Dynamics in families with substance abusing
parents and treatment implications Issues across the life span of children of substance abusing parents
Prevention and early intervention programs for pregnant women who abuse substances Programs for young
children, adolescents, college students, and children with incarcerated parents
The Football Girl Thatcher Heldring 2017-04-04 For every athlete or sports fanatic who knows she's just as good
as the guys. This is for fans of The Running Dream by Wendelin Van Draanen, Grace, Gold, and Glory by
Gabrielle Douglass and Breakaway: Beyond the Goal by Alex Morgan. The summer before Caleb and Tessa
enter high school, friendship has blossomed into a relationship . . . and their playful sports days are coming to an
end. Caleb is getting ready to try out for the football team, and Tessa is training for cross-country. But all their
structured plans derail in the final flag game when they lose. Tessa doesnʼt want to end her career as a loser. She
really enjoys playing, and if sheʼs being honest, she likes it even more than running cross-country. So what if she
decided to play football instead? What would happen between her and Caleb? Or between her two best friends,
who are counting on her to try out for cross-country with them? And will her parents be upset that sheʼs decided to

take her hobby to the next level? This summer Caleb and Tessa figure out just what it means to be a boyfriend,
girlfriend, teammate, best friend, and someone worth cheering for. “A great next choice for readers who have
enjoyed Catherine Gilbert Murdockʼs Dairy Queen and Miranda Kenneallyʼs Catching Jordan.”̶SLJ “Fast-paced
football action, realistic family drama, and sweet romance…[will have] readers looking for girl-powered sports
stories…find[ing] plenty to like.”̶Booklist “Tessa's ferocious competitiveness is appealing.”̶Kirkus Reviews
“[The Football Girl] serve[s] to illuminate the appropriately complicated emotions both of a young romance and of
pursuing a dream. Heldring writes with insight and restraint.”̶The Horn Book
Under the Wide and Starry Sky Nancy Horan 2014-01-21 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • TODAY SHOW
BOOK CLUB PICK • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE WASHINGTON POST AND
ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH From the New York Times bestselling author of Loving Frank comes a muchanticipated second novel, which tells the improbable love story of Scottish writer Robert Louis Stevenson and his
tempestuous American wife, Fanny. At the age of thirty-five, Fanny Van de Grift Osbourne has left her
philandering husband in San Francisco to set sail for Belgium̶with her three children and nanny in tow̶to study
art. It is a chance for this adventurous woman to start over, to make a better life for all of them, and to pursue her
own desires. Not long after her arrival, however, tragedy strikes, and Fanny and her children repair to a quiet
artistsʼ colony in France where she can recuperate. Emerging from a deep sorrow, she meets a lively Scot, Robert
Louis Stevenson, ten years her junior, who falls instantly in love with the earthy, independent, and opinionated
“belle Americaine.” Fanny does not immediately take to the slender young lawyer who longs to devote his life to
writing̶and who would eventually pen such classics as Treasure Island and The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde. In time, though, she succumbs to Stevensonʼs charms, and the two begin a fierce love affair̶marked
by intense joy and harrowing darkness̶that spans the decades and the globe. The shared life of these two
strong-willed individuals unfolds into an adventure as impassioned and unpredictable as any of Stevensonʼs own
unforgettable tales. Praise for Under the Wide and Starry Sky “A richly imagined [novel] of love, laughter, pain and
sacrifice . . . Under the Wide and Starry Sky is a dual portrait, with Louis and Fanny sharing the limelight in the
best spirit of teamwork̶a romantic partnership.”̶USA Today “Powerful . . . flawless . . . a perfect example of
what a man and a woman will do for love, and what they can accomplish when itʼs meant to be.”̶Fort Worth StarTelegram “Horanʼs prose is gorgeous enough to keep a reader transfixed, even if the story itself werenʼt so
compelling. I kept re-reading passages just to savor the exquisite wordplay. . . . Few writers are as masterful as
she is at blending carefully researched history with the novelistʼs art.”̶The Dallas Morning News “A classic
artistic bildungsroman and a retort to the genre, a novel that shows how love and marriage can simultaneously
offer inspiration and encumbrance.”̶The New York Times Book Review
Elusion Claudia Gabel 2014-03-18 The mind-blowing beginning of a futuristic series about the seductive nature of
a perfect virtual world and how far one girl will go to uncover the truth behind the illusions. A new technology is
sweeping the country. To enter Elusion®, you need an app, a visor, and a wristband, and you'll be virtually
transported to an exotic destination where adventure comes without the complications or consequences of real
life. When there are accusations that Elusion is addictive and dangerous, Regan is determined to defend it and is
pulled into incredible new worlds to discover deeply buried truths̶and to make the ultimate choice between love
and loyalty. . . . Full of thrilling mystery, romance, and intriguing technology, this Inception-inspired thriller is
perfect for fans of dystopian and sci-fi novels such as Uglies by Scott Westerfeld, Matched by Ally Condie, and
Partials by Dan Wells, and is continued in the sequel, Etherworld.
Love, Lucas Chantele Sedgwick 2015-05-05 A 2015 Whitney Award Nominee! A powerful story of loss, second
chances, and first love, reminiscent of Sarah Dessen and John Green. When Oakley Nelson loses her older
brother, Lucas, to cancer, she thinks sheʼll never recover. Between her parentsʼ arguing and the battle sheʼs
fighting with depression, she feels nothing inside but a hollow emptiness. When Mom suggests they spend a few
months in California with Aunt Jo, Oakley isnʼt sure a change of scenery will alter anything, but sheʼs willing to
give it a try. In California, Oakley discovers a sort of safety and freedom in Aunt Joʼs beach house. Once theyʼre
settled, Mom hands her a notebook full of letters addressed to her̶from Lucas. As Oakley reads one each day,
she realizes how much he loved her, and each letter challenges her to be better and to continue to enjoy her life.
He wants her to move on. If only it were that easy. But then a surfer named Carson comes into her life, and
Oakley is blindsided. He makes her feel again. As she lets him in, she is surprised by how much she cares for
him, and thatʼs when things get complicated. How can she fall in love and be happy when Lucas never got the
chance to do those very same things? With her brotherʼs dying words as guidance, Oakley knows she must learn
to listen and trust again. But will she have to leave the past behind to find happiness in the future? Sky Pony
Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books for
young readers̶picture books for small children, chapter books, books for middle grade readers, and novels for

young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children who love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks;
books that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more. While not every title
we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects
that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Often Wrong, Never in Doubt Donny Deutsch 2005-10-04 It's not a question. It is a philosophy to live by. It's
Donny Deutsch's motto. And it is the secret possessed by every person with the right stuff̶the one-in-a-hundred
who gets to the top of their team, their company, their business, their industry. If there is an assignment or a
promotion up for grabs, a client or account looking for new answers, do you know how to go for it? Donny Deutsch
built a billion-dollar media business asking himself the basic question, "Why Not Me?" Once the reader asks̶and
answers̶that question, a world of opportunity opens up. It is a tool to motivate people, build a business, and
create a business culture. Often Wrong, Never in Doubt is an inspirational book from one of America's most
colorful and exciting entrepreneurs. It's Donny's story. In a fun conversation with the reader, Donny lays out the
core principles that propelled him to create tremendous wealth, build a huge and influential business, and become
a national personality. Using inside stories of the media, the advertising industry, and a youth spent growing up on
the streets of New York, Donny gives the commonsense bottom line that he has learned along the way, broken
down into real, relevant, and inspiring lessons that will be useful to everyone from the front-line salesperson to the
middle manager to the successful corporate executive. (It's also a useful guide for dating.)
The Pretty One Cheryl Klam 2008-04-08 All Megan Fletcher had wanted was to be like her sister Lucy: a
beautiful, thin girl whom everyone at the Chesapeake School for Performing Arts worshipped and adored. While
Lucy was a star actress with lots of fans, Megan had always been hiding behind the set designs that she and her
best friend Simon had created, hoping that no one would notice her. And then one day, life as Megan knew it had
changed forever. Megan was in an accident that disfigured her face and plastic surgeons had to restructure it very
carefully. Only no one would have thought that when the bandages came off, Megan would be even more
beautiful than Lucy . . .
Half Bad Sally Green 2014 In modern-day England, where witches live alongside humans, Nathan, son of a
White witch and the most powerful Black witch, must escape captivity before his seventeenth birthday and receive
the gifts that will determine his future.
A Feather of Stone #3 Cate Tiernan 2005-11-03 After seventeen-year-old Thais Allard loses her widowed father
in a tragic car accident, she is forced to leave the only home sheʼs ever known to live with a total stranger in New
Orleans. New Orleans greets Thais with many secrets and mysteries, but none as unbelievable as the moment
she comes face to face with the impossible̶an identical twin, Clio. Thais soon learns that she and the twin she
never knew come from a family of witches, that she possesses astonishing powers, and that she, along with Clio,
has a key role in Balefire, the coven she was born into. Fiery Clio is less than thrilled to have to share the
spotlight, but the twins must learn to combine their powers in order to complete a rite that will transform their lives
and the coven forever.
The Red Umbrella Christina Gonzalez 2011 In 1961 after Castro has come to power in Cuba, fourteen-year-old
Lucia and her seven-year-old brother are sent to the United States when her parents fear that the children will be
taken away from them as others have been.
Get Dirty Gretchen McNeil 2015-06-16 Now streaming on Netflix and BBC iPlayer! The Breakfast Club meets
Pretty Little Liars in Gretchen McNeil's sharp and thrilling sequel to Get Even. Perfect for fans of E. Lockhart,
Karen M. McManus, and Maureen Johnson. The members of Don't Get Mad aren't just mad anymore . . . they're
afraid. And with Margot in a coma and Bree under house arrest, it's up to Olivia and Kitty to try to catch their
deadly tormentor. But just as the girls are about to go on the offensive, Ed the Head reveals a shocking secret
that turns all their theories upside down. The killer could be anyone, and this time he̶or she̶is out for more
than just revenge. The girls desperately try to discover the killer's identity as their own lives are falling apart:
Donté is pulling away from Kitty and seems to be hiding a secret of his own, Bree is sequestered under the
watchful eye of her momʼs bodyguard, and Olivia's mother is on an emotional downward spiral. The killer is
closing in, the threats are becoming more personal, and when the police refuse to listen, the girls have no choice
but to confront their anonymous “friend” . . . or die trying.
The Cambridge Handbook of Compliance Benjamin van Rooij 2021-05-20 Compliance has become key to our
contemporary markets, societies, and modes of governance across a variety of public and private domains. While
this has stimulated a rich body of empirical and practical expertise on compliance, thus far, there has been no
comprehensive understanding of what compliance is or how it influences various fields and sectors. The
academic knowledge of compliance has remained siloed along different disciplinary domains, regulatory and legal
spheres, and mechanisms and interventions. This handbook bridges these divides to provide the first one-stop

overview of what compliance is, how we can best study it, and the core mechanisms that shape it. Written by
leading experts, chapters offer perspectives from across law, regulatory studies, management science,
criminology, economics, sociology, and psychology. This volume is the definitive and comprehensive account of
compliance.
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